**Route F**

**Office of Materials Management**

**Central Distribution Services**

*Changes Periodically, Check Web Site for Updates*

**Central Distribution – Medical Arts Research Building (MARB) Route**

[D] = Delivery // [P] = Pickup

8 hours M-F

**APPROXIMATE STOP TIMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07:45</td>
<td>Central Warehouse [P]</td>
<td>Perform daily maintenance checks on the vehicle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>Main Building [P]</td>
<td>Lab Medicine (2nd Floor) [P]. Pick up medical supplies and cooler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Radiology (Main Floor) [P]. Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Records (Main Floor) [P]. Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:15</td>
<td>Dowling South [P]</td>
<td>Medical Records [P]. Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:25</td>
<td>10 Talcott [P/D]</td>
<td>Psychiatry [D]. Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Records [P/D].</td>
<td>Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South. Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:35</td>
<td>MARB [P/D]</td>
<td>Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D].</td>
<td>Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D].</td>
<td>Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:45</td>
<td>Various Buildings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:50</td>
<td>MARB</td>
<td>Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P]. Pick up samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>Main Building [P/D]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D]. *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and pick up any outbound medical supplies.*

Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]

Radiology (Main Floor) [P] *Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.*

Medical Records (Main Floor) [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.*

09:15

Dowling South [P]

Medical Records [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB*

09:25

10 Talcott [P/D]

Psychiatry [D]. *Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.*

Medical Records [P/D]. *Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South. Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.*

09:35

MARB [P/D]

Radiology (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

09:45

Various Buildings

09:50

MARB

Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P]. *Pick up samples.*

10:00

Main Building [P/D]

Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D]. *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and pick up any outbound medical supplies.*

Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]

Radiology (Main Floor) [P] *Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.*

Medical Records (Main Floor) [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.*

10:15

Dowling South [P]

Medical Records [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB*

10:25

10 Talcott [P/D]

Psychiatry [D]. *Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.*

Medical Records [P/D]. *Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South. Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.*

10:35

MARB [P/D]
Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

---

10:45 Various Buildings
10:50 MARB
   Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P]. *Pick up samples.*
11:00 Main Building [P/D]
   Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D]. *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and Pick up any outbound medical supplies.*
   Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]
   Radiology (Main Floor) [P] *Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.*
   Medical Records (Main Floor) [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.*
11:15 Dowling South [P]
   Medical Records [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB*
11:25 10 Talcott [P/D]
   Psychiatry [D]. *Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.*
   Medical Records [P/D]. *Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South. Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.*
11:35 MARB [P/D]
   Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
   Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
   Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
11:45 Various Buildings
11:50 MARB
   Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P]. *Pick up samples.*
12:00 Main Building [P/D]
   Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D]. *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and Pick up any outbound medical supplies.*
Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]
Radiology (Main Floor) [P]  Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.
Medical Records (Main Floor) [P]  Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.

12:15
Dowling South [P]
Medical Records [P].  Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB

12:25
10 Talcott [P/D]
Psychiatry [D].  Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.
Medical Records [P/D].  Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.  Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.

12:35
MARB [P/D]
Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D].  Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus.  Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.
Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D].  Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus.  Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.
Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D].  Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus.  Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.

12:45
Various Buildings
12:50
MARB
Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P].  Pick up samples.

13:00
Main Building [P/D]
Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D].  Drop off samples picked up from MARB and Pick up any outbound medical supplies.
Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]
Radiology (Main Floor) [P]  Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.
Medical Records (Main Floor) [P].  Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.

13:15
Dowling South [P]
Medical Records [P].  Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB

13:25
10 Talcott [P/D]
Psychiatry [D].  Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.
Medical Records [P/D].  Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.  Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.

13:35
MARB [P/D]
Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and 11 envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

13:45 Various Buildings
13:50 MARB
Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P]. *Pick up samples.*
14:00 Main Building [P/D]
Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D]. *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and Pick up any outbound medical supplies.*
Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]
Radiology (Main Floor) [P] *Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.*
Medical Records (Main Floor) [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.*
14:15 Dowling South [P]
Medical Records [P]. *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB*
14:25 10 Talcott [P/D]
Psychiatry [D]. *Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.*
Medical Records [P/D]. *Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South. Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.*
14:35 MARB [P/D]
Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D]. Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and 11 envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus. *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
14:45 Various Buildings
14:50 MARB
Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P]. *Pick up samples.*
15:00 Main Building [P/D]
Central Processing (2nd Floor) [P/D]. *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and Pick up any outbound medical supplies.*
Pharmacy (2nd Floor) [P]
Radiology (Main Floor) [P]  *Pick up X-rays for Orthopedics, Surgery, Rheumatology.*
Medical Records (Main Floor) [P].  *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB.*

15:15  
Dowling South [P]
Medical Records [P].  *Pick up records for Orthopedics, 10 Talcott, Psychiatry and MARB*

15:25  
10 Talcott [P/D]
Psychiatry [D].  *Deliver the records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South.*
Medical Records [P/D].  *Deliver records picked up from the Main Building and Dowling South. Pick up records that need to be delivered to the Main Building and MARB.*

15:35  
MARB [P/D]
Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P/D].  Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus.  *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
Surgery (3rd Floor) [P/D].  Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus.  *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*
Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P/D].  Pick up the X-rays, Medical Records, Lab Samples and 11 envelopes going to various points on the UCHC campus.  *Deliver medical records that were picked up the Main Building, Dowling South and 10 Talcott.*

15:45  
Various Buildings

15:50  
MARB [P]
Rheumatology (3rd Floor) [P].  *Pick up the dirty instruments.*
Orthopedics (3rd Floor) [P].  *Pick up the dirty instruments.*
Surgical Center (2nd Floor) [P].  *Pick up samples*
Blood Lab (1st Floor) [P].  *Pick up samples.*

16:00  
Main Building [P/D]
Central Processing (2nd Floor) [D].  *Drop off samples picked up from MARB and Pick up any outbound medical supplies.*
Central Sterile (Basement) [D].  *Drop off the dirty instruments.*

16:15  
Central Warehouse [D].  *Return the vehicle. Perform after-operations maintenance. Close out the daily paperwork.*

16:30  
End of Day.